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Abstract 
It is known that the Mycielski graph can be generalized to obtain an infinite family 
of 4-chromatic graphs with no short odd cycles. The first proof of this result, due to 
Stiebitz, applied the topological method of Lov~sz. The proof presented here is elementary 
combinatorial. 
1. Introduction 
There are several interesting problems concerning the relationships between the 
chromatic number of a graph and the lengths of its cycles. In particular, 
(1) the smallest cycle length (girth), 
(2) the smallest length of an odd cycle (odd girth), 
(3) residue classes of cycle lengths modulo k ~> 3 
have been studied in many papers. For results and references concerning (1) and (2), 
we refer the reader to [-7]; problems of type (3) have been considered in [9]. 
In this paper we deal with 4-chromatic graphs without  short odd cycles. The first 
construction of this kind was published by Gallai [2]; those graphs have odd girth 
x/n, where n denotes the number of vertices. In the mid-1980s, in their dissertations 
Stiebitz [8] and the first author [10] independently investigated the following class of 
graphs that can be described by two parameters. 
Definition. The graph G = G~,t = (V, E) with vertex set V and edge set E has 2st + t + 1 
vertices and 4.st + 2t edges. Let 
v= {w}, 
Vi={xi ,  l , x i . z  . . . . .  xi, z,+x} for l~ i<, t .  
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Fig. 1. 
For convenience we view the second subscripts modulo 2s + 1, i.e., xl,j = xl, 22 + x +j for 
all values of i and j. Set 
E= E 1 L) ... u E tu  Ew, 
E l={xa, jxx , j+l :  1 ~<j~<2s+ 1}, 
Ei={xl . jX i - l , j - l ,X i ,  jXi- l , j+l:  l~<j~<2s+l} for 2<~i<~t, 
Ew={wx,, j :  1 ~<j~<2s+l}. 
The graph G3,3 is shown in Fig. 1. 
The case t=2,  s>~2, is Mycielski's well-known triangle-free construction [5]. 
Applying the topological approach of Lov~sz [4], Stiebitz [8] proved - -  see also [7] 
- -  that the graphs G~,t have chromatic number 4, for every value of t. (As a matter of 
fact, as shown in [8, 7], critical graphs of arbitrarily large chromatic number can be 
obtained in this way.) The aim of the present note is to provide a purely combinatorial 
and self-contained proof of this result. 
Theorem 1. For every s >~ 1 and t >1 1, the graphs G~, t are critically 4-chromatic. 
It may be the case that the graphs G~,t have several extremal properties, but at the 
moment hose related problems remain open. We discuss them briefly in the conclud- 
ing section. 
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2. The proof 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. One part of the assertion - -  namely that every 
proper subgraph of Gs, t is 3-colorable - -  is fairly simple. For instance, suppose that an 
edge x~,jx~+ 1,j+ 1 has been deleted. We can take a proper vertex coloring tO with three 
colors, say A, B, C on the cycle induced by V1 such that tO (x 1, j) = A, tO (x 1, j + 2 ) = B, and 
the colors B and C alternate on the 2s vertices of the path induced by I/1 ",~ {xl,j}. Let us 
copy this color pattern to 1/2 ....  , Vii as well, in the way that tO(x~, ~,)=to(x~,j,) for all i' 
and j '  (2<~i'<~i, 1 <<.j'<~2s+ 1). Then the independent set V~+I admits a coloring with 
just two colors A and B (since x~+ 1,j+ ~ was the only vertex forced to have color C by 
the coloring of Vii, but in the modified graph, color A is admissible on X~+l,j+~). 
Therefore, the entire V~+2 can be assigned to color C, and so it is easy to extend tO to 
a proper 3-coloring of G~,t-x~, jx~+ 1,j+ 1. The same idea works when the edge wx~.j is 
deleted. Finally, if an edge is deleted inside V1, then in the modified graph I/~ has 
a proper 2-coloring with colors B and C, therefore, each of V2, I~ .. . . .  V,, w can be 
monochromat ic  with alternating colors A and B. 
We shall prove by contradiction that G~,~ does not have a proper 3-coloring. 
Suppose that tO: V-- .{A,  B, C}  is a proper coloring with three colors. We assign walks 
VV1 . . . .  , Wt, l/Vii = (w~, o, wi, 1 . . . .  , wl, 3~ + z ), of length 3s + 2 on the integer points of the real 
line as follows. First, color every integer congruent o 0, 1,2 (mod 3) with color A, B, C, 
respectively. Next, choose any integer W~,o assigned to color tO(X~,l). The number 
w~,j will correspond to the vertex x~, 2j+1, applying the following rule: having chosen 
w~,j_l, let w~,j be the integer of color tO(Xi, Zj+l ) closest to w~,j ~. (In particular, if 
tO(xi,2j+l)=tO(Xi,  zj 1)then wi , j=wi ,~ 1") 
Definition. We say that W~ is an open walk  if W~,oCW~,2~+~. 
Lemma 1. / f to is a proper 3-color ing ~?['Gs, t, then Wx is an open walk. 
Proof. In order to simplify the notation, let us denote wj :=wx, j  and x j :=x l , j .  We 
assume for a contradiction that Wo=Wzs+l  holds. Choose subscripts j '  and j"  such 
that the integers w j, and w j,, are smallest and largest, respectively, in the set 
{Wo, wl  . . . . .  wzs+l} ,  and the difference h J ' - J " l  is as small as possible. Say,/' '  < j " .  We 
intend to prove that there exists a subscript j (between j ' and j") for which wj has the 
same color as wj+~ or %+,+ 1. Since wj and x2j+ 1 are supposed to have the same color, 
and x2j+l is adjacent o both xz j=Xz~+s)+l  and Xzj+2=x2(~+~+ll+~, this will be in 
contradiction with the assumption that to is a proper coloring on I/1. 
If neither j '  nor j"  is a proper choice for j, then we have 
wj,+s, Wj ,+s+l~W j, and Wj,,+s, Wj , ,+s+l~,Wj , , .  
Let j l  be the largest subscript with j '  ~<Jt < J "  such that 
wj~ < min(wjl +s, w j, +s+ 1 ). 
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If j l  + 1 is not a proper choice for w j, we must have 
wj~+l > max(w j, +~+ 1, wj, +~+ 2). 
Therefore, 
Wj~ ~Wj~+s+ I ~ Wjx+ l
and thus w j, + 1 ~> w j, + 2 since all elements of W1 are integers. On the other hand, the 
assumption that w~+l must be closest to w j, in a given color class implies 
]w j, + 1 - wj,[ ~< 1. This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 1. [] 
Lemma 2. I f  Wi_ 1 is an open walk, then so is Wi, too. 
Proof. The periodic coloring of the integers yields that if two numbers have the same 
color then their difference is a multiple of 3. In particular, ]wl- 1, o - wi -  1,22 + 1 ] >/3. Let 
Wi- l ,o<Wi - l ,2~+l .  Since Wi, o is chosen arbitrarily in the color class tp(xi, 1), we can 
assume without loss of generality that wi,~+a (whose color is distinct from that of 
w~-l,0 whenever ~0 is a proper coloring of G~,t) satisfies wi-l,0<w~,~+a <w~-L2~+l. 
Applying induction on j, we are going to show that wi,~+j+~>w~_l,j holds for 
0 ~< j ~< 2s + 1. (For j = 0 this inequality is valid by assumption.) Observe that xl, 2t~ + j) + 3 is 
adjacent to both xi-l,2j+x and xi-l,2j+3, therefore, the colors of both wi-1,.i and 
wi- 1,j+ 1 are distinct from that of w~,~+j+ x. Hence, w~,~+j+ 1 ~> wi_ 1,j+ a + 1. Recalling the 
assumption ]wi,~+j+2--W~.s+~+l] <~1 and the fact that the vertex Xi, 2(s+j+2)+l~Xi,2j+4 is 
adjacent o x~_ L z j+ 3 (the latter is represented by w~_ L j+l), we obtain 
Wi-  1, j+  1 ~ Wi, s+ j+ I -- 1 <~ Wi, s+ j+ 2 • Wi -  1, j+  1" 
Consequently, wi,~+j+l>W~_l, j  for j=0 ,1  .. . . .  2s+l .  Thus, w~-l.0<w~,~+~< 
wi-L2~+l<Wi.as+2. Moreover, for any admissible choice of j, we obviously 
have wi , j+ l -wi , j=wi ,  j+2s+2-wi, j+2s+l, therefore, wl,3,+2>w~,,+1 also implies 
w~.2s+ 1> Wi, o. This fact completes the proof of Lemma 2. [] 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 1. By Lemma 1, W~ is an open walk, 
and by the repeated application of Lemma 2 we obtain that W2, W3 ... . .  Wt are open 
walks as well. This implies that all the three colors A, B, C occur on some vertices of Vt; 
indeed, if w,. 22 + 1 >/wt. o + 3 (or we, 2s + 1 ~ wt. o -- 3), then wt, o, wt. o + 1, wt. o + 2 e Wt (or 
Wt.o, Wt, o -1 ,W, ,o -2~ Wt), yielding three integers of mutually distinct colors in W,. 
The corresponding three vertices of G~.t are adjacent to w, therefore, ~0 cannot be 
a proper 3-coloring of G~,r 
3. Concluding remarks 
It is not difficult to prove that the odd girth of G~,t is min(2s+ 1,2t+ 1). Hence, 
taking s=t ,  we obtain 4-chromatic graphs of order n=2sZ+s+ 1 with shortest odd 
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cycles of length 2s+ 1 = ~ + 1 .  It may be the case that v,"2n is approximately the 
largest possible odd girth of a 4-chromatic graph of order n. Concerning upper 
bounds, a result of Kierstead et al. [3] yields that every 4-chromatic graph of order 
n contains an odd cycle C2s+1 for some s<~4v.'n. It remains an open problem to 
determine the largest value of c for which there exists an infinite sequence of graphs 
G, of order n and odd girth (c+o(1)),,/n. We have seen v/~<~c~8. 
A related problem, discussed in [1], is to investigate which integer-valued functions 
.f~ satisfy the following property: if every subgraph on k vertices in a graph G contains 
an independent set of cardinalityfl(k) for every k, then G is 3-colorable. The question 
is how close/i(k) should be to ½k. The graphs Gs.~ show' that the function ½k-c ,  /, 
does not grow fast enough if c is not too small: we do not know, however, what 
happens if c is close to zero. For example, is it true that lim infk~ ~,(2.1'1 {k)--k I/\.'k > 0 
for a suitably chosen f l ,  or 2J]lk)-k =o(x/~) must hold for every j]? These problems 
seem to be closely related to the growth function of the maximum independence ratio in 
4-chromatic graphs on n vertices, and the G~,, may turn out to be relevant in this context. 
A similar problem arises concerning the functions/2 where we want to conclude 
3-colorability assuming that every subgraph of order k contains a bipartite induced 
subgraph of orderf2(k ).The interesting question here is to investigate the possibilities 
for the asymptotic behavior of k-.12(k). This difference cannot grow faster than c,,k. 
as shown by the graphs G~,,. 
One can expect stronger esults for graphs with a symmetric structure. However. 
the following problem of [6] is still unsolved: is it true that from each vertex-transitive 
4-chromatic graph of n vertices (or m edges) at least ,,."~ vertices (or at least v.4n edges) 
have to be deleted in order to obtain a bipartite graph'? The answer is affirmative for 
5-chromatic graphs. Concerning the number of edges in the unrestricted (non-vertex- 
transitive) case, tight results are given in [6]. 
Finally, we would like to invite attention to the problem that no elementary 
combinatorial proof is known so far for the general form of Stiebitz's theorem, 
yielding graphs of arbitrarily large chromatic number and fairly large odd girth. 
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